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We study the effect of a dibaryon, S, in the mass range 1860 MeV < mS < 2054 MeV, which is
heavy enough not to disturb the stability of nuclei and light enough to possibly be cosmologically
metastable. Such a deeply bound state can act as a baryon sink in regions of high baryon density
and temperature. We find that the ambient conditions encountered inside a newly born neutron star
are likely to sustain a sufficient population of hyperons to ensure that a population of S dibaryons
can equilibrate in less than a few seconds. This would be catastrophic for the stability of neutron
stars and the observation of neutrino emission from the proto-neutron star of Supernova 1987A
over ∼ O(10) s. A deeply bound dibaryon is therefore incompatible with the observed supernova
explosion, unless the cross section for S production is severely suppressed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility that six light quarks form the QCD
bound state uuddss, known as the H dibaryon with bind-
ing energy BH ≡ 2mΛ − mH & 0, has been considered
for several decades [1]. Direct searches from accelerator-
based experiments have ruled out the possibility that
such a state has weak decays that are easily detected [2–6]
or that such a state is more massive than approximately
2 GeV [7, 8]. The suggestion that a much more deeply
bound state [9] called the S sexaquark [10, 11], withBS ≡
2mΛ −mS ≥ mΛ − (mp + me) = 176.9 MeV and which
nontrivially avoids these observational bounds [12, 13],
deserves further scrutiny. Lattice studies will eventually
be able to test the full spectrum of six-quark states and
conclusively decide if such a state exists. Present studies
support the existence of a weakly bound dibaryon with
BH ∼ O(10) MeV [14–17], but the more tightly bound
and thus stable or cosmologically metastable sexaquark
with BS ∼ O(few×100) MeV, cannot be ruled out at the
current level of understanding of lattice systematics [18].
In this work, we consider an S that is light enough to
be metastable but massive enough that it is not exother-
mically produced as a fusion product of two nucleons.
This gives the constrained mass range 1860 MeV < mS <
mΛ +mp +me ' 2054 MeV, which in turn implies
176.9 MeV < BS < 361 MeV . (1)
Due to its electric neutrality and its (meta)stability, such
a particle would be a candidate for the dark matter of
the universe [11]. Such a state would avoid detection
in underground direct detection experiments due to the
overburden of earth, and may inefficiently deposit en-
ergy in the only relevant high-altitude direct detection
search [19]. The sexaquark would further have a small
enough elastic scattering cross section to avoid present-
day cosmological constraints from the power spectrum
of the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation [20] or
from astrophysical gamma ray searches [21].
The range of binding energies in Eq. (1) ineluctably
leads to the conclusion that the production of dibaryons
from Λ baryons is on-shell and exothermic, however. We
study the implications of the production of such a deeply
bound QCD state in hot proto-neutron stars. We con-
clude that observations are in grave tension with the hy-
pothesis of a deeply bound S unless the S production
cross section is highly suppressed.
II. BARYONS AND DIBARYONS IN A
PROTO-NEUTRON STAR
Production and decay of the S dibaryon is suppressed
under ordinary conditions, because creating two units of
strangeness requires a doubly weak process. However,
the temperature and densities encountered in a proto-
neutron star formed during a core-collapse supernova are
large enough to produce a thermal population of hy-
perons through weak reactions [22, 23]. Further, since
temperatures of the order of tens of MeVs are sustained
for a period of about 10 seconds – a time scale set by
neutrino diffusion from the proto-neutron star [24] – we
will demonstrate that reactions involving hyperons equili-
brate the number density of the S dibaryon except under
the most extreme possible assumptions.
We begin by writing the coupled differential equations
for the number density of different species of baryons.
We include only the N = n, p and Λ states; charge con-
servation is implicit throughout. Λ’s can be produced
either by the leptonic process e−+ p→ Λ + νe, or by the
non-leptonic process NN → NΛ and npi → Λ. Due to
the high baryon density expected in the neutron star we
shall ignore leptons for simplicity. The time evolution of
the number density of each species a is of the schematic
form n˙a = (rate of a production per unit volume) −
(rate of a disappearance per unit volume). Because
baryon number B is conserved, we expect that the rate
of N decay (production) is proportional to nN (nΛ), and
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2vice versa. With this in mind, we write:
n˙N = −n2N 〈σNN→ΛNv〉 − nNnpi〈σNpi→Λv〉+
+
nΛ
τ˜Λ
+ nΛnN 〈σNΛ→NNv〉 (2a)
n˙Λ = +n
2
N 〈σNN→ΛNv〉+ nNnpi〈σNpi→Λv〉−
− nΛ
τ˜Λ
− nΛnN 〈σNΛ→NNv〉− (2b)
− 2n2Λ〈σΛΛ→SXv〉+ 2nSnX〈σSX→ΛΛv〉
n˙S = +n
2
Λ〈σΛΛ→SXv〉 − nSnX〈σSX→ΛΛv〉, (2c)
where 〈σiv〉 indicates the thermally averaged cross sec-
tion times velocity for the process i; we discuss the values
of the various 〈σiv〉 in the ensuing sections. The particle
X in the process ΛΛ→ SX is chosen to conserve strong
isospin [25]. We assume X = γ in what follows, and
discuss the rate in detail Sec. III B.
As required, baryon number is conserved in Eqs. (2a)
through (2c) since B˙ ∝ n˙N + n˙Λ + 2n˙S = 0. We
use initial conditions nN (t = 0) = n0, npi(t = 0) =
T 3 exp(−mpi/T ), and nΛ(t = 0) = nS(t = 0) = 0.
We assume that the core has a constant temperature
T = 30 MeV and is at the nuclear saturation density
n0 = 0.16 fm
−3. The N → Λ and Λ → N transi-
tion rates in Eqs. (2a) and (2b) each contain two con-
tributions. Because the pi population is Boltzmann sup-
pressed, however, Npi → Λ is unlikely to be important
in this environment. Similarly, one may assume that the
Λ → N transition rate ΓΛ→N is dominated by the Λ
lifetime in the medium, denoted τ˜Λ. This is true in vac-
uum, where τΛ ' 2.6 × 10−10 s, but in a dense medium
we expect that direct Λ decay is affected by Pauli block-
ing; we find that the decay width is reduced, τ˜Λ ' 4τΛ.
Because NΛ collisions are so frequent, Λ disappearance
can be dominated by a process analogous to collisional
de-excitation, e.g. NΛ → NN may be more rapid than
spontaneous decay. For the nucleon densities we consider,
nN 〈σNΛ→NNv〉 & τ˜−1Λ if 〈σNΛ→NNv〉 & 10−29 cm3 / s.
One important feature of Eq. (2c) is that S disappear-
ance has only one channel, which is suppressed by the
large binding energy of the S, since nγ(Eγ > BS) ∼
T 3 exp(−BS/T ) is small. Thus, the same features that
guarantee the S is cosmologically metastable ensure that
it cannot be efficiently destroyed in the proto-neutron
star environment: S decay is doubly weak, and S fis-
sion is suppressed by its large binding energy, BS  T .
For this reason, S acts as a sink for baryon number until
nS ' nN . If S formation is efficient, all baryon number
in the hot proto-neutron star core will be processed into
S particles.
The S abundance from Eqs. (2a) through (2c) approx-
imately yields to analytic solution. First, consider the
limiting scenario 〈σΛΛ→Sγv〉 → 0. It is clear that nN , nΛ
reach an equilibrium where n˙Λ = n˙N = 0 when the Λ
abundance has increased to
n¯Λ = nN
〈σNN→ΛNv〉
〈σNΛ→NNv〉+ τ˜−1Λ /nN
. (3)
The N − Λ cross sections are related by detailed bal-
ance, such that n¯Λ/nN ≤ 〈σNN→ΛNv〉/〈σNΛ→NNv〉 =
(mΛ/mN )
3/2
exp [−(mΛ −mN )/T ]. Next, we note that
for constant nN , Eq. (2b) has an analytic solution even
with 〈σΛΛ→Sγv〉 6= 0:
nΛ(t) = n¯Λ
2 tanh(γt/2)
tanh(γt/2) +
√
1 + r
,
with γ ≡ (τ˜−1Λ + nN 〈σNΛ→NNv〉)
√
1 + r
and r ≡ 8n¯Λ〈σΛΛ→Sγv〉
τ˜−1Λ + nN 〈σNΛ→NNv〉
.
(4)
The asymptotic Λ abundance is n∞Λ ≡ nΛ(t  γ−1) =
2n¯Λ/(1+
√
1 + r), where the time constant satisfies γ−1 ≤
τ˜Λ. Crucially for our purposes, this happens promptly on
the timescales of relevance for a supernova explosion.
Given n∞Λ , Eq. (2c) dictates that the S abundance will
rise linearly as long as fission is unimportant, nS(t) '
n¯S(t) ≡ (n∞Λ )2〈σΛΛ→Sγv〉t. This is true until an O(1)
fraction of baryons are in S dibaryons, which happens at
a time tS defined by 2nS(tS) = nN (tS). We find that tS
defined in this way is equivalent to solving for n¯S(tS) =
n0, to an accuracy of 10%, or
tS =
n0
(n∞Λ )2〈σΛΛ→Sγv〉
. (5)
Plugging n∞Λ into Eq. (5) and assuming a hierarchy
of rates: n¯Λ〈σΛΛ→Sγv〉  n0〈σNΛ→NNv〉 ∼ τ˜−1Λ ,
we find that S production equilibrates at a time
tS ' s 4×10
−34 cm3 / s
〈σΛΛ→Sγv〉
[
1 + 2×10
−32 cm3 / s
〈σNN→ΛNv〉
]2
. After tS has
elapsed, backreaction will become non-negligible due to
the heat dumped by the exothermic S fusion process.
Due to the large binding energy, γS → ΛΛ will become
important only deep in the back-reacted regime. By this
time, however, the assumption of thermal equilibrium
will have long since broken down, and the proto-neutron
star will either combust or decay entirely to S particles.
III. Λ AND S PRODUCTION
If tS given in Eq. (5) is short compared to the neu-
trino burst from SN1987A, which was observed to last
for tν ∼ O(10 s), S production equilibrates quickly on
the timescales of relevance to the proto-neutron star. As
we discuss in the next section, a proto-neutron star com-
posed entirely of S dibaryons is incompatible with ob-
servations. Our analysis indicates that for 〈σΛΛ→Sγv〉 &
10−34 cm3 / s, S production is fatal for the proto-neutron
star. Here, we calculate 〈σNN→ΛNv〉 and 〈σΛΛ→Sγv〉.
A. Λ Production Cross Section
To obtain 〈σNN→ΛNv〉, we first observe that all rates
N · · · ↔ Λ · · · share a strangeness-changing coupling
3gΛNpi. We obtain this coupling from the in-vacuum Λ
lifetime,
τ−1Λ ' ΓΛ→Npi '
g2ΛNpi
8pimΛ
|~pN |
mΛ
[
(mΛ −mN )2 −m2pi
]
, (6)
giving g2ΛNpi ' 7× 10−11. Because strangeness-changing
processes are weak processes, this small dimensionless
number can be interpreted as coming from (GFm
2
N )
2 ∼
10−10. Assuming a constant matrix element, appropriate
in the limit of small mpi [26–28], and assuming that the
momentum released to the nucleons is large compared
to the Fermi momentum, we may write 〈σNN→ΛNv〉 ≡
ag2ΛNpiαNpi
√
T/pim3Nm
2
Λ ' a × 10−27 cm3 / s, where
αNpi ' 15 and a is a function of temperature and density
that parameterizes our ignorance of complicated, higher-
order physics that may become important in the proto-
neutron star environment. A more complete calculation
including the effects of nucleon degeneracy, described in
App. A, gives a ' 0.3 − 0.5 for the temperatures and
densities of interest if single-pion exchange is a good de-
scription of the scattering.
It is well known that pion exchange is nonperturba-
tive, so it is possible that higher-order diagrams have
a non-negligible interference with the tree-level scat-
tering. If there is a cancellation to 10% in the ma-
trix element, then a ' 10−2, and the cross section is
〈σNN→ΛNv〉 ' 10−29 cm3 / s. To be conservative, we will
use 〈σNN→ΛNv〉 = 3 × 10−30 cm3 / s as a default value
for the rest of this note, corresponding to a 10% can-
cellation in the matrix element for this process that is
sustained for the entirety of the proto-neutron star explo-
sion, on top of the ∼ O(50%) suppression from mpi-effects
and nucleon degeneracy. We emphasize that, although
such cancellations are known to exist at the ∼ O(50%)
level in the context of N − N scattering, a cancellation
of ∼ O(90%) would be extremely unusual. But a larger
value of 〈σNN→ΛNv〉 will hasten the rate at which baryon
number is processed into S particles, so we choose this
value to ensure that our results are indeed conservative.
We also mention here that we have neglected additional
baryon species. This is reasonable because baryons of
increasing strangeness are increasingly massive. For in-
stance, the equilibrium Ξ population experiences a Boltz-
mann suppression such that nΞnN . (n∞Λ )2. Including
such additional baryons would marginally increase the
S production rate, but more importantly would make
the cancellation we implicitly absorb even more unlikely.
Thus, our analysis is conservative, but this contributes
subdominantly to the calculation of tS .
B. S Production Cross Section
We now calculate the cross section for ΛΛ → Sγ.
Given the range of dibaryon masses considered, this pro-
cess is exothermic and involves no change of strangeness.
The effective Lagrangian that allows this process is
L ⊃ dΛΛ¯σµνΛFµν + gΛSΛcΛS† + h.c., (7)
where the dipole moment dΛ = −0.613 ± 0.001µN '
(104 MeV)−1, Λc is the Λ charge conjugate, and gΛS is
a function of inherent dibaryon properties discussed in
more detail below. From direct calculation, we find that
for the temperatures and binding energies of interest the
cross section due to the Lagrangian in Eq. (7) is
〈σΛΛ→Sγv〉 ' 3× 10−23 g
2
ΛSBS
176.9 MeV
T
30 MeV
cm3
s
, (8)
where we have assumed that the fraction of final states
with the quantum numbers of the S is 1/1440. The mag-
nitude of gΛS introduces the largest uncertainty into our
calculations.
The coupling gΛS is in principle a low-energy output
of QCD. Since strongly coupled QCD is not currently
amenable to analytic calculation, and since lattice studies
are difficult for a large number of light quarks, we must
choose a model to calculate gΛS . In prior work, gΛS
has been determined by a geometric factor given by the
integrated wavefunction overlap [9, 29]. We will follow
these works and use the Isgur-Karl [30] and Brueckner-
Bethe-Goldstone [31] models to calculate the overlap of
the Λs and the S. This is, of course, only one model of
the complicated nuclear quantum mechanics involved.
As discussed in more detail in App. B, the wavefunc-
tion overlap has a striking dependence on the dibaryon
radius, rS , and the Λ radius, rΛ. The S radius is en-
tirely unknown, so to be maximally conservative we sim-
ply require that rS exceed the Compton wavelength of
the dibaryon plus some fraction x of the Compton wave-
length of the lightest meson to which it couples, as ad-
vocated in [13]. This gives
rS ≥ 1
mS
+
x
mf0
= 0.1 fm
2054 MeV
mS
+ 0.34x fm . (9)
We will show results for x = 0, 0.1 in our final plots. Since
the dibaryon is a boson, it has no inherent exclusion prin-
ciple to provide pressure against collapse, so a large cou-
pling to a vector mediator satisfying gω/mω ≥ gσ/mσ is
necessary [32]. We return to this point below. If instead
we required that the non-relativistic zero-point kinetic
energy, r−2/2m, of quarks localized within the dibaryon
of radius rS should not exceed the energy scale of QCD
confinement, we would find a sharper bound. Assert-
ing only that mq ≤ mS would translate to a bound
rS ≥ 0.22 fm
√
2054 MeV /mS . Taking a constituent
quark mass mq ' mS/6, we would have rS & 0.53 fm.
This latter value roughly matches the constituent quark
Compton wavelength, 6/mS & 0.58 fm. For this reason,
restricting to the range 0.1 fm ≤ rS ≤ 1.0 fm is very
conservative, and the choice rS ' 0.1 fm would be an
extremely novel feature for a QCD bound state.
Likewise, the Λ radius carries some uncertainty. It
is reasonable to assume that increasing strangeness
leads to a more compact baryon, rΛ . rN . The
strong interaction radius extracted from experimental
data
√〈r2Λ〉st = 0.76 ± 0.01 fm [33] is somewhat larger
4than the na¨ıve value in the constituent quark model,
rΛ ' [2ΛQCDmΛ/3]−1/2 ' 0.51 fm. Being cautious
once again, we decide to show the relatively wide range
0.5 ≤ rΛ ≤ 0.8 fm, where the lower limit is chosen to
account for the possibility that the Λ charge radius is
smaller than the strong interaction radius.
Finally, we note that if the binding energy is near
the extreme of the range in Eq. (1), then the process
ΛΛ → Spipi is on-shell and exothermic as well. Emis-
sion of two pions is likely dominated by quark rearrange-
ment processes, which occur at long distances due to the
small pion mass. Because the light quarks in the initial
state can escape to distances of order the pion Compton
wavelength, the cross section should be 〈σΛΛ→Spipiv〉 ∼
O(m−2pi ), which does not suffer from an exponential wave-
function overlap suppression factor. There will be ∼
O(0.1) hadronization and mass-dependent phase-space
suppression factors that we cannot calculate, however.
Regardless, for masses mS . 1950 MeV, we expect that
the timescale tS  ns is unsuppressed and independent
of rS . This strengthens the argument considerably in
the mass range 1850 − 1900 MeV, which is of particular
interest in recent studies [13].
IV. FATE OF THE PROTO-NEUTRON STAR
We show our final results in Fig. 1, fixing
〈σNΛ→NNv〉 = 3 × 10−30 cm3 / s. The left panel of
Fig. 1 depicts the lifetime as a function of rΛ and rS
for mS = 1900 MeV. In the dark (light) gray region, rS
violates Eq. (9) for x = 0(0.1). S production equilibrates
in the proto-neutron star much faster than 10 s for most
of the range of rΛ and rS that we consider, unless rS is
very close to 0.1 fm. For such a small radius, the cou-
pling can be as small as g2ΛS ∼ 10−11 − 10−14 by the
wavefunction overlap calculation discussed in App. B.
In the right panel of Fig. 1, we depict tS for rΛ =
0.76 fm as a function of dibaryon mass mS and radius rS .
In the blue shaded region, and at smaller masses, the ex-
istence of an S dibaryon renders 16O nuclei unstable [29].
In the purple shaded region, and at larger masses, the
dibaryon cannot possibly be cosmologically metastable,
since it has a singly weak decay [9]. In the dark (light)
gray region, rS violates Eq. (9) for x = 0(0.1).
In all of the heretofore phenomenologically viable pa-
rameter space, we find that tS  10 s, unless rS is very
close to 0.1 fm. Such a fast equilibration of the S num-
ber density implies that all baryons in the proto-neutron
star interior rapidly find themselves inside S dibaryons.
This would have catastrophic consequences. Since the
S dibaryon is a compact boson, its equation of state
would be characterized by a pressure that is much smaller
than the pressure of the neutron-rich matter it replaces.
Fermi degeneracy and strong interactions between neu-
trons produce enough pressure to support neutron stars
up to a maximum mass > 2 M, compatible with ob-
servations of massive neutron stars [34, 35]. In con-
trast, matter composed of the S dibaryon, where pres-
sure is solely due to short-range repulsion, would be too
compressible to support such a large maximum mass.
We have estimated the strength of repulsive interactions
needed to support a maximum mass of 2 M and found
that, in a simple model where dibaryons interact by ex-
changing vector mesons with mass m ' mω 800 MeV, the
coupling strength needed to produce adequate repulsion
to support observed neutron star masses is unnaturally
large. Treating the dimensionless dibaryon-vector me-
son coupling strength gS as free parameter we calculated
the equation of state of the interacting dibaryon system
in mean field theory and found that to support a maxi-
mum mass > 2 M we require unnaturally large values
of gS > 10. As discussed above, a coupling large enough
to ensure stability would also increase the characteristic
size of the dibaryon, and would preclude rS ' 1/mS .
Interestingly, in this simple model with large repulsive
couplings we also find that the radius of typical neutron
stars (with masses in the range 1.2 − 1.5M) would be
greater than 15 km. This is conflict with the constraints
from GW1701817 [36–38]. Taken together, this suggests
that interactions between dibaryons is unlikely to change
our conclusion that the star composed mostly of tightly
bound dibaryons is incompatible with observations.
Finally, the large energy released by the exothermic
reactions, BS ∼ 100 MeV per baryon, is comparable to
the gravitational binding energy. S production likely un-
binds the stellar remnant, but even if the proto-neutron
star remains intact, this heat dump disrupts the standard
evolution of the proto-neutron star.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have shown that the hot interior
of a proto-neutron star provides a valuable laboratory
for probing the nature of the proposed deeply bound S
dibaryon. The S can be produced on shell in ΛΛ colli-
sions, and this exothermic reaction equilibrates quickly
on the timescales of relevance to the neutron star ex-
plosion unless the dibaryon production cross section is
suppressed by 11 orders of magnitude. In the context of
a wavefunction overlap calculation, we find that this is
possible only if the S radius is very close to its Comp-
ton wavelength ' 0.1 fm. Absent this suppression, rapid
equilibration of S density implies that all baryon number
inside of the proto-neutron star is processed into S num-
ber much more quickly than the observed neutrino burst
of Supernova 1987A. Indeed, the energy released in the
hard gamma rays that accompany the formation of an
S is large could unbind the proto-neutron star entirely.
Finally, if such an object were to survive, an entire star
composed entirely of S particles would have a much softer
equation of state than a neutron star. Thus, the existence
of proto-neutron stars and old neutron stars with prop-
erties roughly similar to those predicted from standard
nuclear astrophysics seems to be in grave tension with
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FIG. 1. Left: Contours of tS as defined in Eq. (5) for mS = 1900 MeV as a function of the Λ and S sizes. The gray region violates
Eq. (9) for x = 0, 0.1. Right: Contours of tS for rΛ = 0.76 fm. In both panels, we have assumed 〈σNΛ→NNv〉 = 3×10−30 cm3 / s.
The gray region violates Eq. (9) for x = 0, 0.1. In the blue region, 16O nuclei are destabilized. In the purple region, the dibaryon
has a singly weak decay. All of the parameter space depicted in each panel has tS  10 s, and is thus ruled out by the observation
that SN1987A continued to emit neutrinos for tν ' 10 s, unless rS is very close the minimum value allowed by Eq. (9).
the presence of a dibaryon in the QCD spectrum.
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Note Added: As our paper was being finalized, we re-
ceived a draft of [39], which critically addresses the pos-
sibility that the S can attain an interesting cosmological
abundance. The underlying assumption of [39] is that S
is present in the QCD spectrum, which makes it com-
plementary to the present work. While this work was
in review, we also became aware of [40], which finds no
candidate events from a search for the S in Υ decays.
Appendix A: NN → ΛN Calculation
The cross section for 〈σNN→ΛNv〉 determines the
equilibrium Λ abundance, which in turn determines
tS . Assuming a trivial matrix element for single
pion exchange and integrating over non-degenerate
phase space, in agreement with calculations of nucleon-
nucleon scattering in the single-pion-exchange limit [26–
28], gives 〈σNΛ→NNv〉 ≡ g2ΛNpiαNpi
√
T/pim3Nm
2
Λ '×10−27 cm3 / s, where gΛNpi is obtained from Eq. (6) and
αNpi ' 15. Effects of degeneracy are expected to be mild
in this environment [26], but should have effects at the
∼ O(1) level [27]. Here we confirm this expectation with
explicit calculation.
The rate per unit volume for production of Λ baryons
in NN collisions is
Γ
Vol
=
∫ 4∏
i=1
d3~pi
(2pi)32Ei
(2pi)4δ(4)(p1 + p2 − p3 − p4)×
×f(N1)f(N2) [1− f(N3)] [1− f(Λ4)] |MNN→ΛN |2 ,
(A1)
where f(Bi) = {exp [(Ei − µi)/T ] + 1}−1 is the Fermi-
Dirac distribution function for the baryon i. The ma-
trix element MNN→ΛN follows from the Lagrangian
L ⊃ gNNpiN¯γ5Npi+gΛNpiΛ¯γ5Npi+ (h.c.), where gNNpi is
given by the Goldberger-Treiman relation. The chemical
potential and temperature are related by the requirement
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FIG. 2. Left: The value of 〈σNN→ΛNv〉 with and without phase space degeneracy effects. Right: The coupling g2ΛS from
wavefunction overlap, as a function of rS for two different values of rΛ, as in Eq. (B1). In the gray region, rS violates Eq. (9)
for x = 0.1.
that n0 =
∫
2×d3~p
(2pi)3 f(Ni). The chemical potentials satisfy
µΛ = µN by detailed balance. We find that µN & mN ,
and thus the N are mildly degenerate, for T . 50 MeV.
Because the nucleon densities are fixed to the satura-
tion value, we may determine the cross section by
〈σNN→ΛNv〉 = Γ
Vol
n−20 . (A2)
We plot the results of Eq. (A2) and the value
g2ΛNpiαNpi
√
T/pim3Nm
2
Λ '
√
T/30 MeV × 10−27 cm3 / s
for 15 MeV ≤ T ≤ 80 MeV in Fig. 2, left panel. The
result with the assumption of a trivial phase space is a
factor of ∼ 3 higher at T = 30 MeV. The discrepancy
shrinks at large T , where corrections due to mpi 6= 0 are
less important.
Appendix B: Wavefunction Overlap Calculation
Following [9], we integrate the Isgur-Karl wavefunc-
tions of two initial-state baryons against a relative wave-
function that incorporates the Λ−Λ potential. In agree-
ment with [9, 29], we have
g
(ovp.)
ΛS = 32
(
3
2pi
)3/4
(rS/rΛ)
9/2
[1 + (rS/rΛ)2]
6 r
−3/2
Λ ×
×
∫
d3aψrelψγ exp
−3a2/4r2S ,
(B1)
where ψrel has mass dimension −3/2. We assume that
the γ is a plane wave whose presence allows conservation
of energy and momentum. It is possible that in processes
where strong mesons are emitted, such as ΛΛ→ Spipi or
NΞ → Spi, the presence of the pi has qualitative sig-
nificance for the process of S formation. For instance,
if quark rearrangement is important, then some of the
quarks in the initial state may escape to the pi, which is at
a distance much larger than rS , meaning that the wave-
functions need not coincide as exactly as in our model
calculation, and the cross section may be as large as
m−2pi . However, such effects are difficult to quantify in
the absence of a calculable model of hadronization, so we
restrict to ΛΛ → Sγ, where such considerations are ir-
relevant. Nonetheless, we stress that a complete picture
should include all rearrangement effects, and may lead to
substantially larger cross sections.
For numerical values of ψrel, we use the relative wave-
functions depicted in Fig. 5 of [41]. These wavefunctions
are generated from potentials calibrated on the Nagara
event, which requires a slightly repulsive interaction. The
inverse scattering length is small and negative, while con-
sistency should require that the inverse scattering length
for a very deeply bound dibaryon is large and positive
[42, 43]. Needless to say, an attractive potential would
lead to a relative wavefunction that was larger near the
origin. On the other hand, Λ ↔ N transitions can oc-
cur more quickly than ΛΛ fusion for small gΛS , meaning
that the two baryons involved in a single ΛΛ→ Sγ event
may change strangeness while they are within range of
each other’s potential. Thus, the correct relative wave-
function may be a linear combination of relative Λ − N
and Λ − Λ wavefunctions. For this reason, the slightly
repulsive potentials of [41] provide a conservative model
of this process.
We show the final results of integrating Eq. (B1) in
Fig. 2. As is clear, gΛS calculated in this way is largely
insensitive to the details of the wavefunctions: all of these
relative wavefunctions integrate to O(1) numbers. The
more important scaling has to do with the large poly-
nomial dependence on rS and rΛ and the exponential
7dependence on rS , which cause the square of the overlap to vary by approximately three orders of magnitude.
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